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Abstract. Students at the University of Colorado Springs (UCCS) and the United States Air
Force Academy are designing, building and testing a spacecraft scheduled to fly on a Lockheed
Martin Atlas/Centaur in October, 1997. The mission objective is to characterize the Global
Positioning system (GPS) signal for use in orbit determination above the GPS constellation. An
important step in this program is validating the design and functionality of the integrated
spacecraft to reduce risk and ensure mission success. This leads to a dilemma balancing
verification requirements and cost constraints.

Students and faculty on the Falcon Gold team found a reasonable solution to this dilemma. They
performed a complete end-to-end test of the integrated spacecraft by attaching it to a high altitude
balloon. The balloon carried the spacecraft to an altitude of 105,000 feet. This paper discusses
the "near-space" balloon flight conducted on 20 April, 1997. It briefly outlines the Falcon Gold
mission and spacecraft design, details the procedures for accomplishing this type of balloon
flight, lists the equipment required and presents the flight results. We also discuss problems
encountered, solutions to those problems, and plans for future balloon flight tests of spacecraft
prototypes.

Introduction

The mission of the United States Air Force
Academy (USAFA) is to develop and inspire
air and space leaders with vision for
tomorrow. The mission of the Department of
Astronautics is to produce the world's finest
Air Force officers who live the core values
and understand space. The USAFA Small
Satellite Program goals are to motivate cadets
toward space by providing "real world"
satellite design, fabrication, test, launch and
operational experience.. Additional goals
include enhancing the Academy curriculum by
providing the framework for a series of
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capstone courses in engineering and space
systems design as well as supporting
Department of Defense research and
development initiatives by flying space
experiments
with
valuable
military
applications.
A crucial step in designing and building a
spacecraft is accomplishing an end-to-end
functional test of the integrated subsystems.
of
system
design
and
Verification
functionality is essential before space
qualification testing may begin. Bound by
cost and student time constraints, members of
our small satellite program often launch
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satellite prototypes on high altitude research
balloons.
Balloon launches are useful
verification activities in that they subject the
payload to a "near-space" environment. In
addition, these launches are an achievable and
motivational goal for undergraduate students
to complete during their senior year. Our
program typically consists of a design course
in the fall semester which culminates in a
Preliminary Design Review (PDR). In a
follow-on spring semester course, the class
presents a Critical Design Review (CDR),
constructs the spacecraft prototype and
launches it on a high altitude balloon.

second mission by testing off-the-shelf
subsystem components not specifically
designed for space flight. In addition, we will
space-qualify several components slated for
future missions.
Falcon Gold also supports a science mission
designed to characterize the GPS signal at
altitudes above the GPS constellation. Several
spacecraft have flown GPS receivers in lowEarth orbits (LEO). The LEO flight regime is
the subject of extensive current research.
However, the strength and accuracy of signals
received by satellites above the constellation is
an area requiring further study. Although GPS
satellites are nadir pointing, some energy
extends beyond the limb of the Earth. If this
energy is received and processed, it may be
possible to determine an orbit solution for a
spacecraft in a high altitude orbit. As Falcon
Gold travels through its highly elliptical
Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO), the
spacecraft will receive signals from GPS
satellites on the far side of the Earth. Figure 1
depicts this concept:

This paper describes in detail the most recent
Air Force Academy balloon launch which
carried the prototype Falcon Gold spacecraft.
The spacecraft is named for the Air Force
Academy mascot, the falcon, as well as gold
from the University of Colorado school colors.

Falcon Gold Description
Falcon Gold is a secondary payload scheduled
to launch in October, 1997. The primary
payload is an air force Defense Satellite
Communications
System
(DSCS)
III
spacecraft.
Falcon Gold Mission
The mission ,of Falcon Gold is to provide
hands-on technical experience for cadets, test
off-the-shelf components in the space
environment, and provide a platform for the
USAFA GPS Flight Experiment (UGFE).
Students and faculty work as an integrated
team throughout the program progressing
from paper design to component selection and
integration. In addition, team members are
afforded the opportunity to work with industry
during spacecraft verification activities and
launch vehicle coordination. Aligning with
current industry efforts to build "faster, better,
cheaper" satellites, Falcon Gold fulfills its

F GOLD
orbit

GPS2-02

Figure 1 GPS signal extending beyond the
limb of the earth
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Mission Sequence

The entire data collection and transmission
process takes approximately 20 seconds to
complete. After each transmission cycle ends,
the microcontroller powers down the
subsystems and remains in "sleep" mode until
the next cycle (approximately 5 minutes).

The sequence of events for the Falcon Gold
space mission begins as the Atlas/Centaur
launch vehicle reaches approximately 45,000
feet in altitude. Two mechanical pressure
switches connected in series activate a timer
set for 4000 seconds, The two pressure
switches provide single fault tolerance should
one switch close prematurely. The timer
closes a latching relay which provides power
to the flight computer. Software on the flight
computer provides an additional 4000 second
delay, maintaining single fault tolerance
should the timing circuit close the latching
relay too early. At the end of the 4000 second
delay, the primary payload will be well clear
of the Centaur upper stage.

High Altitude Balloon Flight Test
The Falcon Gold team launched a prototype of
the spacecraft on a high altitude balloon to
conduct an end-to-end functional test of the
spacecraft hardware and software.
The
balloon launch tested the activation sequence,
the spacecraft subsystems, and the ground
station. The balloon ascended to 105,000 feet,
simulating a "near-space" environment and
allowing the team the opportunity to test the
Falcon Gold communications system at long
range,

After the DSCS III is clear of the Centaur, the
upper stage accomplishes an avoidance and
fuel blow-down maneuver. The residual roll
rates of the spent Centaur are approximately
O.lo/sec in each axis, or 1 revolution per hour.
Falcon Gold is permanently attached to the
Centaur equipment module and remains with
the rocket for the duration of its mission.

The balloon flight was an excellent functional
test of the Falcon Gold design. It was also
very motivational for students and faculty
involved in the program.

Falcon Gold Subsystem Description
The Falcon Gold subsystems include
structure, thermal control, GPS receiver,
electrical power system (EPS), command and
data handling (micro controller) , and a
communications subsystem".

Once Falcon Gold is operational, a
microcontroller queries the on-board GPS
receiver and commands it to take a 40 ms
"snapshot" of L-band signal data (GPS
satellites transmit in the L-band at 1575.42
and 1227.6 MHz).
The on-board GPS
receiver transfers a 10,000 byte data packet to
the microcontroller.
The microcontroller
sends this packet, in addition to a 52 byte
health and status packet, to a terminal node
controller (TNC). The TNC converts all the
information into audio signals and sends it to a
transmitter. The data is transmitted at 9600
baud to ground stations at the Air Force
Academy and the University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs and stored for postprocessing.
The downlink frequency is
400.475 MHz.

The satellite structure is composed of a launch
vehicle adapter plate and two Aluminum deepdrawn boxes. One box houses the flight
batteries and EPS printed circuit board (EPS
box), and the other box contains the GPS
receiver, the microcontroller and the
transmitter (electronics box). Figure 2 depicts
the Falcon Gold spacecraft.
" See "Falcon Gold - Orbit Determination Above the
GPS Constellation," SSC97-VI, 11th AIANUSU
Conference on Small Satellites, 15-19 Sep, '97
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o

regulation and power distribution to the rest of
the subsystems t.

GPS receiver,
Flight computer,
Transmitter,
Terminal node
controller

The Tattletale Model 8 and an input/output
(I/O) board serve as the spacecraft command
and
data
handling
subsystem
or
microcontroller. The Tattletale activates the
spacecraft subsystems once during each five
minute duty cycle. It queries the GPS for
data, collects two thermistor readings and one
main bus voltage measurement. All data is
then sent to the communications system. The
three-part
communications
system
is
composed of a terminal node controller
(TNC) , a transmitter and a Directional
Discontinuity Ring Radiator (DDRR) antenna
which broadcasts the data to the ground
station.

o

Spacecraft mounting plate

Figure 2 The Falcon Gold spacecraft
Falcon Gold thermal control is completely
passive, consisting of a Kapton thermal
blanket covering all sides of the spacecraft
with the exception of the electronics box top
where the antennas are located and the EPS
box bottom which connects to the adapter
plate.

Balloon Flight Hardware
The required balloon flight hardware is
separated into three categories:
balloon
launch and support operations, ground station,
and chase team.

The GPS receiver is a NAVSYS Corporation
"Tidget" (short for "tracking widget"). This
receiver acquires data every five minutes,
remaining in "sleep" mode between cycles.
There is also a patch antenna mounted to the
top of the electronics box and connected to the
Tidget.

Balloon Launch and Support Operations
The hardware required for high altitude
balloon launch and support operations can be
quite extensive. To support the actual balloon
launch, the minimum required equipment
includes the balloon itself, a helium supply, a
hose and rig system to deliver helium to the
balloon, a wind meter, weights to
counterbalance the excess lift generated as the
balloon is filled, and a balloon launcher. A
positioning, command and control system is
required to track, cut-down and recover the
flight hardware.
This system includes
beacons, redundant GPS tracking systems,

The electrical power system consists of a
printed circuit board (PCB), payload and
ground support connections, and 28 NickelMetal Hydride (NiMH) batteries, each
consisting of 10 connected cells. NiMH
batteries are usually employed as secondary,
rechargeable batteries, however, Falcon Gold
has no charging system on board and will use
them in a primary battery role. The EPS PCB
activates the spacecraft and provides voltage

t See "Design of a Low Cost Electrical Power
Subsystem for a Small Satellite," SSC97-I-5, I11h
AIAAlUSU Conference on Small Satellites, Sep 15-19
'97
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command receivers, a Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) transponder, and two
independent cut-down mechanisms. On the
Falcon Gold launch, the two redundant cutdown mechanisms were controlled from the
ground using the on-board command receivers
which actuated multiple guillotine cutters. In
addition to these two command cut-down
mechanisms, the balloon carried with it two
backup, automatic timer cut-down systems.
Figure 3 illustrates the balloon setup with
receivers, transmitters, beacons, GPS and
transponders in their respective locations.

payload. Verification of a successful cutdown is important, as the FAA regards rogue
balloons in a very unfavorable light.

Ground Station
Our launch site and ground station are located
at the Air Force Academy northern auxiliary
airfield. A runway is the best location for a
balloon launch. The balloon, launcher and
payload "string" are laid out on the runway in
such a fashion as to take full advantage of the
prevailing local wind patterns.
The required ground station hardware consists
in part of items used to support data collection
from the balloon payload. An antenna, radio
transceiver, terminal node controller and
computer serve as the ground payload
communications system. An ATV antenna,
receiver, television and VCR provide support
for the on-board ATV package. Antennas,
transceivers, and additional computers provide
the tracking and command and control
hardware suite. On-site portable generators
provide power for all of the ground station and
support equipment.

Command Receiver 145.985
Beacon 121.6 AM
220.056 Beacon

Command Receiver 145.985
Beacon 121.6 AM
.2 sec chirp I 5 sec
Command Receiver 145.6
GPS Transmitter USAFA Packet 145.6
Radar Transponder 1090
UW GPS Transmitter 403.8 Wide FM
UW Radiosonde Transmitter 402.8
Wide FM (+- KHz)

In addition to supporting data collection,
tracking, and command and control functions,
the ground station for a launch may also serve
as a mission operations center. Therefore,
hand-held radios and cellular phones are
useful for personnel management and safety
procedure implementation.
Prior to and
immediately upon launch of the balloon, for
example, the designated launch director is
required to notify the FAA by phone. A
cellular phone is quite useful in this case as
well as for chase team coordination.

ATV 426.25
220.01 5 Beacon
FG400.475
220.094 Beacon
Figure 3 Diagram of Launch Apparatus

The Falcon Gold team also constructed an
amateur television (ATV) package which
provided real-time video images of the flight.
This video is useful in resolving anomalies as
well as verifying cut-down of the balloon

Chase Team
Upon completion of the balloon flight, the
chase teams must recover the balloon and
payload. We usually field two or three
5
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flight prediction program based upon winds
aloft data. For our launch, the winds were
predicted to carry Falcon Gold approximately
40 miles east of the launch site. In actuality,
the balloon traveled 70 miles south and
slightly west causing us to cut it down early.
Weather predictions for the mountain regions
are difficult at best and this underlines the
importance of a command cut-down
capability. Although our wind prediction was
erroneous for this flight, we strongly
recommend that any balloon launch director
check with the National Weather Service for
predicted altitude winds before launch.

separate chase teams. Chase team equipment
should include a 4-wheel drive vehicle, a
cellular phone, backup radios (in case the
teams depart cellular phone coverage areas),
direction finding (DF) equipment, receivers
and computers to display GPS information,
and area maps with latitude and longitude
markings. A chase plane is also helpful for
spotting the balloon and payload from the air,
once they impact the ground.
Balloon Coordination Procedures

Planning and coordination procedures begin
several months before the scheduled balloon
launch date.
Equipment purchase and
preparation, launch location and date selection
all require advance research and planning, as
does FAA coordination for use of the local
airsp ace

FAA Coordination
Before launching, coordination with the FAA
must be accomplished in accordance with the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 101.
The FAA suggests an area of light air traffic,
and imposes the following rules on nontethered balloon launches:

0

Launch Site and Window Determination
Choose a launch site based on consideration of
average surface winds and the amount of air
traffic in the local airspace. In general,
surface winds below 10 knots are suitable for
launch of a high altitude balloon. Higher
winds will cause significant difficulty and
increase risk. High winds are often the cause
of a launch cancellation. An area of low air
traffic provides a safer environment for the
launch. Fortunately, the launch site at the Air
Force Academy is located in an alert area,
which minimizes the impact of civil traffic on
launch operations. The key to a safe launch is
to become familiar with the local airspace and
agree early to "go," "no-go" criteria.

1. To launch a balloon there must be less
than 50% cloud cover and the visibility
must be greater than or equal to 5 miles.
2. The balloon must be launched between
sunrise and sunset unless proper lighting is
attached.
3. Between 6 and 24 hours before launch the
FAA must be notified with specific
information pertaining to the launch
including time, payload identification,
approximate ascent rate, etc.
4. The local FAA must be notified
immediately upon launch.
The above list of rules is not complete, but
represents some of the regulations and
coordination requirements. See FAR Part 101
for more details. We highly recommend
phone coordination with the FAA one month
prior to a planned launch. This ensures a
smooth operation and minimizes troublesome
coordination calls and possible confusion the

A suitable time window for launch may be
dependent on several factors.
In some
geographical areas, winds aloft may carry the
payload over an area unsuitable for recovery.
The Falcon Gold team obtained internet access
to the University of Wyoming Weather Web.
This system allows the user to run a balloon
6
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Expert Help

•

The Air Force Academy may launch one or
two balloons a year. This is simply not
enough experience to maintain proficiency in
such a complicated endeavor. We always
enlist the aid of a ballooning expert to ensure a
smooth and trouble-free launch operation. To
preclude the possibility of a rogue balloon,
most teams should follow this model.
Another benefit accrued from this method is
that the team can concentrate on the payload
as opposed to the mechanics of safely
conducting a balloon flight.

•

Launch Procedures

•

•
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members were prepared to run last minute
errands. The chase team members conducted
final checks on their equipment and left to
follow the balloon minutes after it took flight.
From our experience, this is a good
organization for launch personnel. Figure 4
depicts the launch site shortly before we
released our balloon.

day prior to launch. Team focus at this time
should be safely and successfully conducting
the flight operation.

If planning is done ahead of time and a "dryrun" is accomplished, launch day procedures
and the launch execution will be a smooth
operation. The most important variables for
launch day are to ensure all the equipment is
ready (including pre-flight checks) and the
personnel are organized.

Figure 4 Filling the balloon minutes before
launch

Conditions and Procedures
Launch-day procedures may require several
hours to implement on the day of launch. In
Colorado, early morning generally ensures
calm winds which provide the best launch
circumstances. Therefore, a pre-dawn start on
launch day is usually necessary for us.

Personnel Organization
On launch day the Falcon Gold team was
organized into six functions; launch
operations, spacecraft checkout, launch site,
ground station, logistics, and chase. Launch
operations personnel were responsible for
coordinating all other functions and working
with the balloon expert. to oversee the entire
operation. They consulted with the balloon
expert for the final "go," "no-go" decision.
Spacecraft checkout personnel tested all
satellite subsystems to ensure they were in
working condition prior to the launch. Launch
site and ground station personnel were on
hand to check the final setup and test the
receiving equipment on the ground. Logistics

To remain on-time and on-task during launch
day, it is helpful to write checklists for
procedures and equipment. For the Falcon
Gold launch, we prepared detailed checklists
for balloon and ground station equipment as
well as balloon setup, checkout, and launch
procedures.
Launch procedures include
specific checks to ensure that beacons, cutdown systems, and receivers are functioning
properly. Appendix A includes an example of
a checklist used for our launch. Figure 5
depicts the balloon and payload shortly after
release.
7
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Health and Status Results
Temperature sensors in the electronics and
EPS boxes recorded flight temperatures
ranging between minus 4.5° Celsius and
minus 10.5° Celsius.
As compared to
temperatures from the 1962 US Standard
Atmosphere chart, the satellite was, on
average, warmer by 45° Celsius. Factors
contributing to this are the thermal blankets
surrounding the satellite (high reflectivity and
low emissivity), power generation within the
spacecraft producing heat, and a Styrofoam
crash-pad which insulated the majority of the
spacecraft. The effects of air convection
cooling and sun radiation heating the Falcon
Gold spacecraft were minimal as the only
exposed portions were the top and the bottom
of the spacecraft. Figures 6 and 7 show the
actual flight temperature data and the 1962
Standard Atmosphere data, respectively. Note
in Figure 6 the higher temperature of the
electronics box due to heat production by the
computer, GPS receiver and transmitter.

Figure 5 Falcon Gold 20 seconds after
launch
Falcon Gold Fli2ht Results

Temps vs Altitude
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The Falcon Gold balloon flight was a
successful end-to-end functionality test.
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The pressure/timer switches activated the
Falcon Gold spacecraft at approximately
48,000 ft. It was carried to a final altitude of
105,000 ft and a distance of approximately 70
miles south and slightly west of the launch
location. The flight lasted a total of 2 hours
and 45 minutes at which time we issued a cutdown command. The flight was originally
planned to last approximately 4 hours, but
when the satellite began to drift near the
Colorado mountains, we initiated an early cutdown to ensure payload recovery.
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Figure 6 Temperature Data
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the functionality of the terminal node
controller, transmitter, and antenna.
We
believe the NAVSYS Tidget gathered accurate
data, but it was interfaced incorrectly with the
microcontroller. The serial data ports were
improperly positioned, resulting in inverted
data. We could not post-process this data. In
addition, we lost several packets of GPS
information. Based on these results, we
correctly reconfigured the data ports, and
implemented several software changes
designed to minimize data dropouts. These
changes alone proved the balloon flight
extremely useful as a check of the spacecraft
design and functionality.

1962 Standard Atmosphere Temperatures
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Figure 7 1962 US Standard Atmosphere
Temperatures
Voltage data from the balloon launch verified
our preflight expectations.
Between
spacecraft activation and deactivation, the
batteries slowly discharged from a nominal
voltage of 12.9 V to 12.5 V. Figure 8 depicts
the discharge rate over time.

Conclusion
Excitement was high among the Falcon Gold
team as the balloon took flight. In one
academic year, students and faculty assembled
the Falcon Gold prototype and witnessed the
fruits of their labor. Although not a space
launch, the balloon flight was an excellent
source of motivation and an important
milestone for the Falcon Gold project.

Bus Voltage vs Altitude
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The high altitude balloon launch provided
several technical benefits. The Falcon Gold
balloon launch was successful in providing a
"near-space" environment for an end-to-end
functionality test. The spacecraft subsystems,
data communication, and ground station
functionality were validated during the 2 hour
and 45 minute balloon flight.
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Figure 8 Voltage data

The Air Force Academy Small Satellite
program plans to continue launching one or
two high altitude research balloons per year.
In the future, our goal is to launch actual space
payloads every 2-3 years. The realization of
this goal depends on student and faculty time
constraints and launch vehicle opportunities.
We believe the educational benefits derived
from "real-world" engineering projects such as

Functionality Results
All satellite components including the
communications system, microcontroller,
electrical power system and structure
functioned as designed. The ground station
received temperature and voltage data at five
minute intervals attached to a packet of GPS
information in the correct format. This proved
9
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Falcon Gold significantly enhance
undergraduate engineering curriculum.
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Appendix A
USAF A BALLOON FLIGHT CONTROL and TRACKING SYSTEMS CHECKLIST
Flight Number _ _ __
ACTION
Reward tags on all apparatus
Balloon bottom vent ducts open
Balloon 100mb timer set; note time (90 min)
Balloon top valve command receiver on and taped
***Verify operation and code sequence [145.985, code 7908 ]
Balloon timer tested
Balloon timer started; note set time [6 Hrs?]
Verify balloon timer started, note local time

TIME

X

Cutter squib plugged in and taped
***Verify squib is plugged in
Verify timer is running
Parachute terminate command receiver on
***Verify operation [138.540, code 6978]
Timers started (2 timers); note set-time [8 Hrsl
***Verify 2 timers started; note local time
Squibs plugged in (2 squibs)
***Verify squibs/tape all pluJ;!;s to box
Chute cut-off squib plugged-in/taped
Locator beacons:
Balloon beacon on/taped
***Beacon siJ;!;nal verified
Parachute locator beacon on/taped
***Beacon signal verified
Tracking Package:
Control Command receiver on (138.840)
FAA transponder #1 on (command 102)
VaisaJa on (command 104)
GPS receiver and data-transmitter on (106)
FAA radar transponder #2 off (command 107)
Packet GPS on (145.600, command 0)
Signals verified from all transmitters
Payload OK?
Fill Balloon.
5 minute pre-launch notice
Launch Time
Balloon-valve open time (turn-on + set-time)
Parachute cut-time (turn-on + set-time)
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